From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Guernsey, Greg
Rousselin, Jorge; Rusthoven, Jerry; Todd, Jennifer; Dutton, Greg; Linseisen, Andrew; Beaudet, Annick; Hollon, Matt;
Lesniak, Chuck
John Miki; Peter Park; Lisa Wise; Kathryn Slama
FW: FINAL - RECA"s Position on CodeNext 3.0
Tuesday, April 24, 2018 7:26:06 AM

FYi: See below.
From: Cortez, John Michael
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 8:07 PM
To: Pantalion, Joe; Guernsey, Greg; Rusthoven, Jerry
Subject: FW: FINAL - RECA's Position on CodeNext 3.0

FYI
From: Dianne Bangle [mailto:dianne.bangle@reca.org]
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:09 AM
To: Cortez, John Michael <John-Michael.Cortez@austintexas.gov>
Subject: FW: FINAL - RECA's Position on CodeNext 3.0
Good Morning John Michael,
Please see our statement below. Thanks, Dianne
Dianne Bangle
CEO
dianne.bangle@reca.org
Direct: 512-382-6310

From: Ryan Poulos
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:06 AM
To: Dianne Bangle <dianne.bangle@reca.org>
Subject: FINAL - RECA's Position on CodeNext 3.0

Thanks,
Ryan Poulos, CAE
ryan.poulos@reca.org
512-320-4151
From: RECA <info@reca.org>
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 9:05 AM
To: Ryan Poulos <ryan.poulos@reca.org>
Subject: Email Test RECA's Position on CodeNext 3.0

Real Estate Council of Austin (RECA) Board Position on CodeNext 3.0
RECA is deeply committed to a more vibrant, livable and connected Austin. And while
RECA remains engaged in the CodeNext process, we are very concerned about the latest
draft of the land development code (CodeNext 3.0).
In 2012, Austin City Council unanimously passed the Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan
that detailed the need for a compact and connected city and recommended a rewrite of
Austin’s land development code through a process called CodeNext.
Since then, the City has spent more than three years developing a new code that was
supposed to be simpler and more predictable. Unfortunately, the latest draft of the code is
more than 500 pages longer than the current code and remains overly complex and
confusing.
RECA supports a new land development code that results in the implementation of Imagine
Austin’s goals for a more affordable, livable and compact and connected city. RECA’s
technical experts’ assessment is that, as written, the code is a step backward, not forward,
and will discourage forward-looking development.
Our members have volunteered thousands of hours, submitted hundreds of comments and
tested several sites under the new code. To date, more than 90 percent of our technical
feedback (50 pages and dozens of suggestions) has been ignored.
While RECA will continue to stay engaged in the process at this time, we cannot support
the current code as written because it:
fails to meet the goals of Imagine Austin, including the need for a more affordable,
livable and compact and connected city.
fails to provide the density on city corridors necessary for long-term transit solutions
and reducing traffic congestion.
fails to realistically and substantially encourage more affordable housing.
fails to produce a more predictable permitting and building process.
fails to simplify the process and creates even more unworkable layers of bureaucratic
red tape that will slow the development process.
Our Position
While RECA will remain engaged in the process at this time, RECA cannot support the
code in its current draft 3.0 form.
Going Forward
RECA will continue to actively collaborate in the Evolve coalition and provide our technical
expertise with the goal of getting to a code that works for the future of the city. Our
assessment of the current draft will not keep our team of experts from doing everything in
our power to make significant changes to create a code that works. Dramatic and significant

changes need to be made by the Planning Commission for RECA to support CodeNext.
To make changes to your profile information, go here.
If you would prefer not to receive emails from us, go here.
Please send any comments about this email to ryan.poulos@reca.org

